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Introduction
Abstract Rabies infection is a known fatal disease, which is caused by rabies virus. It usually gets through into wound from the saliva of infected host-mammals like dogs, and human. Once being contacted, earlier for medical advice, proper wound care together with prophylactic immunization could be the effective ways to minimize the chance of infection. But if really rabies-infected symptoms appeared, the consequence is usually fatal. Tracing back the history, the deceased of this case was dog-bitten at last July in a rabies-endemic country, Indonesia. He had developed a series of unresolved symptoms of back pain, loin pain, vomiting and walking difficulty since last November. He returned to Hong Kong for treatment and firstly attended the AED/YCH on 1/12/2014. Clinically, his presented symptoms seemed related either spinal or renal caused disease. He was admitted into an orthopedic ward, and then discharged on 4/12/2014. He was readmitted to orthopedic unit right after he was discharged that day. On this occasion, he was transferred to medical unit 2 days after his admission, then to ICU on 8/12/2014 because of his worsening condition even requiring for ventilator support. This patient was finally certified to death on 22/12/2014. Given no definite death cause of him, his body was therefore put for forensic autopsy. The post-mortem brain tissue result issued on 31/12/2014 confirmed that this gentleman was died from “Rabies Infection”. This result was not only shocking to Hong Kong, because this has been the first imported rabies case since 2001. But also it rang a big alarm for those who had a close contact with this patient. They included both his relatives and health care workers. A retrospective review indicated that more than 221 persons were on the contact-list. Regarding to their health concern, it was deemed necessary to setting up an immediate ad hoc facility for purpose to catering the needs of both upon their physical and psychological supports. After considering all the possible options, the facility was set-up at the AED/YCH. It was coordinated by the ICT/YCH, which was responsible to liaise all possible contacted, evaluate their chance of infection, and give counselling for those
require for vaccine immunization. The AED/YCH was another executive arm to responsible to all matters related to vaccine program. In facing this sudden and great impact, the facility was run smoothly. Until now, no cross-infected case was reported. Among, 84 contacted had attended this facility, among 82 persons were received vaccine program. As this is still an ongoing event, the facility is now focusing its energy in monitor, and concludes every process of this event. This paper is likely to follow and to employ three distinctive management aspects, “Man, Materials, and Methods” to critically examine our performance. (Total words: 448)

**Objectives**
Critical examine the performance of the rabies facility

**Methodology**
opinion survey

**Result**
pending